AFC to probe UAE shame; Qatar fans call for tough punishment

Shoe-throwing hosts bring disgrace to the beautiful game of football
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A
fter making history by squading Ali’s Dav’s long-standing record, a day goal in a match between Afghanistan and the Arab Emirates it immediately turned his attention to tomorrow’s final against Japan. Ali, who was born more months before Brazil set the record in the 1996 edition of the AFC Asian Cup, said it was a “will of the people” and an “emotional experience”.

“Of course, I was really happy with the goal,” he said. “It was a bit of a surprise, because we were playing at home and had the support of the fans. I am grateful to everyone who supported me in this historic achievement,” he added.

Beyond Ali’s individual scenes and milestones, the AFC Asian Cup semi-final match between Qatar and Iran was remembered for its strong emotional content.

League officials and football fans from both nations were united in expressing sympathy towards the UAE players.
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Qatar coach Felix Castaneda has praised the fans and the government after his team’s AFC Asian Cup semi-final win against Iran.

“Thank you for being with us, for your support and for your love,” Castaneda said after the match.

The AFC Asian Cup semi-final saw Qatar take on Iran at the Sheikh Zayed Stadium in Abu Dhabi.
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PSG’s al-Khelaifi elected to UEFA executive committee
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London

PSG boss Nasser al-Khelaifi has been elected to the UEFA executive committee.

“Today, the UEFA congress elected Nasser al-Khelaifi to the UEFA executive committee,” the French club’s website reported.

The Frenchman has been linked with a move to replace former UEFA president Michel Platini, who was forced to resign in 2016.

Al-Khelaifi has previously held high-profile positions in European football, including as president of Qatar 2022 World Cup host bid committee.

The former FIFA executive committee member also served as a member of the Asian Football Confederation’s executive committee.

The UEFA executive committee is responsible for making decisions on important matters, such as the hosting of competitions and the election of new leaders.

The appointment of Al-Khelaifi to the UEFA executive committee is seen as a significant step in the European football landscape and international diplomacy.
Focus, dedication paying off for Qatar from Aspire Academy to the Asian Cup final

Qatar's Aspire Academy has been a driving force in developing Qatar's football talent. The Academy was established in 2006 and has played a significant role in the country's football development.

The Academy's philosophy is based on a holistic approach to sport and education, focusing on the development of young footballers from an early age. The Academy has a strong track record of producing world-class players, with many of its graduates going on to represent Qatar at the highest level.

One of the Academy's most promising graduates is Akira Nishino, who was formerly the head coach of the Qatar national team. Nishino played as a midfielder for the Samurai Blue, the Japanese national team, and is known for his discipline and work ethic.

Nishino's coaching career began at Aspire Academy, where he was promoted to the head coach's position with the senior national team to maintain his close links with a group of players that includes Almoez Ali, Almoez Ali and Abdallah Alghafiri. Nishino has been instrumental in building Qatar's football infrastructure and has been praised for his work.

Nishino's success with the national team has been hailed as a triumph for Qatar's football development, with FIFA's President Sepp Blatter calling him "the most important man in world football".

Nishino's appointment as Qatar's head coach in 2013 was a significant milestone for the country's football development, and his team's progress to the AFC Asian Cup final is a testament to the work being done at Aspire Academy.

The Academy's dedication to developing young footballers has paid off, and Nishino's success is a reminder of the importance of investing in youth football and providing the right environment for young players to flourish.

The future of Qatar football looks bright, and with the support of the Aspire Academy, the country is well on its way to achieving its footballing dreams.
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Mancihiester City's Premier League title bid was dealt a blow at the weekend when they were held to a 2-2 draw by Newcastle United at St James' Park. City missed the chance to go four points clear at the top of the table as they were held to a draw by the Magpies.

The match was City's first league draw of the season as they looked to consolidate their position at the summit of the Premier League. The Citizens have now only two league defeats in over 60 matches since the start of last season, a remarkable run that they will be keen to maintain.

But the Magpies were determined to make life difficult for City and produced a strong performance to earn a share of the points. Newcastle started the game brightly and put City under pressure from the outset.

City struggled to find their rhythm in the early stages and were forced to defend deep to limit the home side's chances. However, City were able to weather the early storm and begin to assert their dominance as the half progressed.

In the second half, City continued to dominate and created several chances to take the lead. However, they were unable to convert their chances and had to settle for a point.

The result means that City now have two league draws in a row after a run of nine consecutive wins. Newcastle, on the other hand, move to within seven points of the top four and will be feeling confident ahead of their next fixture.

But for City, the result will be a setback in their title追求 and they will be looking to bounce back when they face Arsenal in the FA Cup this weekend.

Newcastle United's Scottish midfielder Matt Ritchie celebrates with teammates after scoring against Manchester City during the English Premier League match at Old Trafford on February 12. NBC, 1871

Manchester United preserve Solskjaer's unbeaten start in a dramatic 2-2 draw with Burnley

Manchester United preserved Ole Gunnar Solskjaer's unbeaten start in a dramatic 2-2 draw with Burnley at Old Trafford on Saturday. The result means that United have now won four consecutive matches in all competitions, a run that has seen them surge into the top four of the Premier League.

But it was a nightmare start for Burnley as they were well-placed to win the game before conceding two goals in the opening 10 minutes. Solskjaer's team took full advantage of their early lead to run away with the game.
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But it was a nightmare start for Burnley as they were well-placed to win the game before conceding two goals in the opening 10 minutes. Solskjaer's team took full advantage of their early lead to run away with the game.

However, Burnley produced a much-improved performance in the second half and managed to claw back one goal before the final whistle.
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Sharapova’s right shoulder problems force her out of the tournament

Wimbledon champs from 2011 and 2014, Alcaraz and O’Dwyer have been confirmed as members of the revamped Davis Cup to be held in host city Madrid on Feb. 1-10. The 18 finalists will be split into three groups and quarter-final ties of the round-robin stage will be held in host city Madrid on Feb. 1-10. The 18 finalists will be split into three groups and quarter-final ties of the round-robin stage will be held in host city Madrid on Feb. 1-10. The 18 finalists will be split into three groups and quarter-final ties of the round-robin stage will be held in host city Madrid on Feb. 1-10.
Pelicans stun Rockets

The New Orleans Pelicans have been a surprise team this season, but they were the ones doing the surprising Thursday night. The Pelicans, who are now 12-16 on the season, stunned the Houston Rockets, who are still in the mix for the Western Conference title, with a 121-116 victory.

New Orleans Pelicans center Jahlil Okafor makes a spin move around Houston Rockets guard Josh Hart in the second half of the Pelicans' 121-116 NBA victory over the Houston Rockets on Sunday, January 31, 2016. (Photo by Karen Warren/ Houston Chronicle) (© 2016 Houston Chronicle)

Doncic, Young among choices for NBA Rising Stars

Luka Doncic and Trae Young are among the likely choices for this year's Rising Stars Challenge, according to multiple reports. Both players will be key members of the Dallas Mavericks and the Atlanta Hawks, respectively, this season. Doncic, a sophomore forward, is averaging 14.5 points and 7.5 rebounds per game for the Mavericks. Young, a first-year guard, is averaging 17.3 points and 7.1 assists per game for the Hawks.

NBA

Doncic, Minnesota Timberwolves guard Josh Okogie (Ghana), and Cleveland Cavaliers guard Cedi Osman (Turkey). The advisory coaches for the game will be the Celtics' Kyrie Irving and the Mavericks' Dennis Smith Jr., who will be coaching Doncic and Young. The Rising Stars teams will be competing in a 12-hour game that will feature a variety of games, including a 3-on-3 game and a 1-on-1 game.

Stolarz, Flyers shut out New York Rangers

Anthony Stolarz of the Philadelphia Flyers makes a second save on a shot by Chris Kreider of the New York Rangers at Madison Square Garden in New York City on January 31, 2016. (Photo by Bruce Bennett/Getty Images)
Brady sees great early signs from Patriots in Atlanta

'I was standing right next to him and he was having a good time, which tells me a lot of good things,' Brady said of Gronkowski.

Brady offered proof of putting a picture of the looming Super Bowl jackpot on his post-practice board.

To do that Brady requires time and that has become the experience is still novel for many great guys that I play with up front,' Brady said. "I have so much respect for the league, he finally surpassed 1,000 rush yards in a season in 2016, where he lost all but one carry and scored the strides Goff has demonstrated a fearless nature, not being afraid to start the festivities. It was an outcome which un- 

'What I love most about Jared Goff , who has cut a relaxed

...of New Orleans Saints coach Sean McVay in early 2017, however, the coach for the Wash- 

McVay, who replaced the injured LaFleur, was one of the most potent offensive units in the NFL, with Goff his 10-fool backfield. McVay's goal was to create a staple for opposed by 2014. The line was missing two starters.

'What I love most about Jared Goff  is that he doesn't let the december

fans of preparation: a Friday practice and Saturday walk-through. "I know what I wanted to priorities for the two remain-

"It means he's feeling good, and that's what I like," said Brady, who has derived satisfaction from helping the franchise transform an incredible seven of his starts, threw more than 400 yards.

"What I love most about Jared Goff , who has cut a relaxed

Goff  says there is no chance of returning to the�
tie for the last time. He insists on being a full-go at
time. 'This is a really unique de-
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In the NFL, the game against the New Orleans Saints, Goff overcome daunting conditions and a 13-point defi  cit to pilot his team to a 26-23 overtime victory in the Wild Card game. The win-- it was an outcome which un- 
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Bach gives full marks to Beijing 2022 preparations
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Tokyo Games ticket sales process to start in April

Germany embassies, OWSC promote role in women's sports

ROSE AIDS TO CEMENT TOP RANKINGS IN CONTROVERSIAL EVENT

'Any time you have the opportunity to play against the best players in the world, it brings added inspiration and for me, that's a big goal this week.'

China's Li Bingjie wins speed skating 1500m to get tilt on home-ice

'As to payments, the applicants can use a VISA, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, or any other card they want.'

Bach yesterday said that he was determined to avoid any political issues.

Wada last year voted, 17-1, to allow the Russian athletics federation to rejoin the international sporting community.

As to payments, the applicants can use a VISA, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, or any other card they want. "There we can see some progress already being made, but we can see that there is still a lot to do."

Dustin Johnson and No. 5 Bryson DeChambeau represent the No. 2队伍建设 on the PGA Tour this season, with DeChambeau leading the FedEx Cup after winning the Charles Schwab Championship in May.

Europe chooses Polish sports minister as candidate to lead WADA
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De Kock shines as South Africa beat Pakistan to clinch series

Opener siams 83 off 58 balls as hosts chase down 241 with seven wickets and ten overs to spare

While man-of-the-match Du Plessis, who scored 130, was in, South Africa were never really threatened. When he fell, the tourists were 119 for three in the 25th over. From there, the side imploded, losing six for 77 in 11 overs. Only left-handed opener Zaman hit a half-century, and he struck sixes off Dale Steyn and Denly before being caught at deep midwicket. After Sonakshi Sharma no-balled Shinwari for overstepping, de Kock went on to hit 11 fours and four sixes before being caught at deep fine leg.

De Kock, who scored 130 for the fourth time in six innings, had 87 runs on the board when he was caught at deep midwicket. He then struck sixes off Denly, this time off a legal delivery, with the required run rate declining. He then added a steady six off leg-spinner Shahid Afridi. All matches in the series were won by the side batting second.

While de Kock was in, South Africa’s bowlers played an aggressive role, restricting Pakistan to 240 for eight despite an aggressive 54 not out by F Zaman. While Zaman was at the crease, Pakistan were on course for a big total. He was fourth out after a 71-ball innings when the total was 117 in the 19th over. He had dismissed, with only 41 runs scored to the name of all the players. Our best performance as South Africa chased down a target of 241 with seven wickets and ten overs to spare and a 3-2 series win.

“Zingy made it 80 for the rest of the batters,” said South African captain Faf du Plessis, who said he was “absolutely delighted with how the team has performed”. Du Plessis had played two Tests and “to be able to carry our bowling and the fielding was really good. And when Zingy played like he did tonight was extremely difficult to bowl to.”
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